Rat Mesenchymal Stem Cells from Adipose Tissue Reduce Bleomycin-Induced Lung Remodeling in Late Stage
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Abstract

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is progressive fibrosing interstitial pneumonia of unknown cause, chronic and incurable interstitial lung disease, associated with high mortality rates and unresponsive to treatments currently available. The prevalence of IPF is estimated at approximately 20/100,000 in men and 13/100,000 in women, and the mean age at the time of diagnosis is 67 years and the median survival is 2 to 5 years. Therapies available to date, proved, therefore, only palliative measures with doubtful or unsatisfactory result. Many experimental models of pulmonary fibrosis are described. Bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis is a widely used experimental model to identify and validate new therapeutic targets. We have induced pulmonary fibrosis by intratracheal bleomycin and late instillation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) from adipose tissue as a therapeutic proposal was used. MSC have the capacity to modulate inflammatory and immune response. Furthermore, the long-term effect of MSCs could also regulate and control to collagen deposition of the myofibroblasts, a final and pivotal cell of pulmonary fibrosis. MSC from adipose tissue is an effective therapy to decrease collagen synthesis and expression in late stage of bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis model, which may contribute to new therapeutic targets.
1. Introduction

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a non-neoplastic lung disease characterized by the formation of scar tissue in the lungs, in the absence of any known provocation. It is a rare disease that affects about 5 million people worldwide [1].

The estimated prevalence of the IPF is approximately 20/100,000 13/100,000 in men and women [2]. The mean age at diagnosis is 66 years and the median survival is 2 to 5 years [3]. The IPF presents with clinical picture of gradual onset of dyspnea with or without dry cough, and patients may present digital clubbing and crackles during inspiration. Although some environmental factors (smoking, exposure to silica and livestock) are associated with the disease, the etiology remains unknown [1].

Typical radiological images show basal and peripheral reticular opacities associated with bronchiectasis and standard on “honey-comb”. The diagnosis of IPF requires correlation of the clinical picture, changing radiographic images and a lung biopsy [4].

The evaluation by pulmonary function tests, in most cases, shows a restrictive ventilatory defect associated with the reduction of carbon monoxide diffusion and hypoxemia exacerbated or caused by exercise [5].

The clinical treatment of IPF includes anti-inflammatory drugs (steroids), anti-fibrotic agents, immunomodulatory and cytotoxic drugs (cyclophosphamide, azathioprine) associated with partial and temporary improvements. Other support measures include: treatment of complications, such as heart failure and infections, rehabilitation and oxygen therapy [5] [6]. The surgical approach to FPI basically comprises lung transplantation [7]. The different clinical therapeutic approaches, associated with pulmonary rehabilitation techniques, have undeniably contributed to the extension and improvement in quality of life of patients with IPF [8] [9]. Despite significant advances resulting from the introduction of new therapeutic approaches and rehabilitation not managed to present a form of effective treatment, other than just palliative. Lung transplantation, in turn, is rare due to the shortage of donors [10]. Considering these aspects, the social and family impact due to this pathological condition, several experimental models have been proposed, aiming to advance the knowledge on the pathophysiological processes and new therapeutic approaches to IPF [11] [12]. Cell therapy (CT) stem cells (SC) in this context are presented as a therapeutic alternative with great potential applicability in pulmonary fibrosis. There is an extensive literature reporting promising results and therapeutic perspectives with adult stem cells (ASC) and embryonic stem cells (ESC) in the regeneration and repair of organs, including the lung tissue [13]-[18]. Based on this evidence, it is proposed in this project, the use of allogeneic stem cells obtained from adipose tissue for the treatment of fibrosis in rat experimental model.

1.1. Relevance

Cell therapy is one of the most interesting topics of biomedical research today and offers support for the so-called regenerative medicine [19]-[21]. The highlight for research on stem cells derived from information that challenge well-established biological concepts and hope that research results can be applied to repair lesions in human tissues. Considering the importance of these issues, this study proposes the use of stem cells from adipose tissue for the treatment of pulmonary fibrosis [22]-[24].

1.2. Goals

- To assess the contribution of cell therapy in an animal model of pulmonary fibrosis
- Specific
- Establish animal model of pulmonary fibrosis in albino Wistar rats
- Expand and characterize stem cells from adipose tissue autologous
- To infuse intravenously (caudal vein) and monitor the recovery of the lung tissue
2. Material and Methods

2.1. Animals

Will be used 56 male albino Wistar rats (average weight 250 g, 8 weeks old) coming from the Central Animal Laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine of Botucatu, UNESP and approved by the Institutional Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocols CEEA 852/2010). The animals will be kept in polypropylene boxes coated with sawdust, in rooms with controlled temperature and light (22°C and 12 h-12 h light and dark, respectively). During the period of the experiment, the rats receive solid diet and water supplemented with vitamin *ad libitum*.

2.2. Induction of Experimental Lung Fibrosis

For induction of pulmonary fibrosis in rats, will be used the experimental model proposed by Punithavathi *et al.*, 2000 [25]. Bleomycin is an antineoplastic antibiotic extracted as fermentation product of the fungus “Streptomyces verticillus”, with important clinical use in the treatment of various cancer lymphomas and sarcomas. The experimental use of bleomycin lies in the fact that during chemotherapy was realized that between 4% - 10% of patients had pulmonary toxicity drugs and this resulted in pulmonary fibrosis process [26]. The use of bleomycin by intratracheal instillation in rats was performed pioneering way in 1979 [27] and generated a reliable model is often used, in view of the development of pulmonary fibrosis capability of rapid and predictable manner.

After single dose intratracheal instillation of bleomycin, one can see three different stages of evolution: the first stage (acute stage of inflammation) corresponding to the first seven days after instillation when there is migration of inflammatory cells, interstitial edema and alveoli in addition activation of mediators of inflammation. In the second stage (stage subacute) that lasts from the 7th to 15th day after installation, realizes an intense inflammation with increased cuboidal epithelial cells in order to repair the attacked epithelium and is noted also the presence of pulmonary fibrosis. In the third stage (resolution stage) which lasts from 15 to 30 days after instillation, inflammation decreases and is noticeable alveolar epithelialization and collagen deposition in the granulation tissue with the formation of fibrosis in the lung. It is understood to 14 days after instillation as the best to measure the process of fibrosis in view of the extensive fibrosis above, but with less variability in fibrotic response [28]. Crutoneo *et al.* (2006) describe the use of bleomycin to produce the IPF stimulates the pro-fibrotic growth factor TGF-B1, which is considered one of the most important in fibrogenesis. This factor is produced by fibroblast and myofibroblasts [29] [30].

2.3. Collection, Processing and Characterization of Adipose Tissue Stem Cells

Study design—intravenous injections of MSC were given 14 d after bleomycin instillation, in collagen production peak, and rats were sacrificed after 2 weeks. To obtain allogenic MSCs from adipose tissue blocks of 5 different animals were used. After removing a sample of 3.35 g of adipose tissue as preceded dissociation with collagenase type I. We obtained $5.3 \times 10^4$ lymphomononuclear cells/g of adipose tissue. These cells were expanded in culture for 21 days Knockout DMEM-F12 medium added with 10% fetal bovine serum. Three criteria were considered proof of MSC: adhesion to plastic, expression of CD90 by flow cytometry and the ability to differentiate into three lineages of mesodermal origin [18]-[21]. It performed a pool of 5 samples at a final concentration $10^6$ cells for intravenous injection. A total of 60 male rats, albino Wistar rats, weighing 250 g aged 8 weeks. Wistar mice were treated with (BLM-W, n = 15) intratracheal bleomycin (1.5 U/kg) or (CTR-W, n = 15) placebo. At 14 day $1 \times 10^6$ MSCs were infused into half of placebo (CTR-MSC, n = 15) and half of bleomycin-treated mice (BLM-MSC, n = 15). Four experimental groups being monitored: weight and saturation index in 3 stages: D0, D14 and D28. In D0 was performed instillation of bleomycin at a dose of 1.5 U/Kg. In D14 infusion of mesenchymal stem cells quantified and phenotyped by flow cytometry. In D28 was the sacrifice of animals for macro and microscopic analyzes. The lung was fixed and 3-mm sections were stained with Hematoxylin & Eosine and Picro-sirius Red staining. Quantification and morphometric analysis was performed by two double-blind pathologists and by image analysis following a conventional stereological method, as recommended by ATS/ERS standards for quantitative assessment of lung structure [23] [24].

Taking into consideration the leaflet involved in embryonic lung origin of the cells it was decided to obtain adipose tissue abdominal wall for processing and characterization of stem cells. The adipose tissue (AT) emerges in the last 5 years as a promising source for cell therapy CT. The AT collection site was set according to prelim-
In vitro results of Cell Engineering Laboratory of the Blood Center of Botucatu (CELab) which shows that the tissue obtained from the abdomen of AT present growth curve above the AT obtained from other parts of the body.

After anesthetizing the animals with 30 mg/kg of thiopental sodium 2.5%, intraperitoneal (IP), they are placed in a laminar flow HEPA filter to make the removal of the AT fragment. Proceeds to antisepsis of the hair, opening 2 - 3 cm skin, AT identification and removal fragment with an average weight of 4 g. The AT fragment is washed thoroughly with 0.9% saline (100 - 200 ml) and then placed in a sterile conical tube containing HEPES medium (Life Technologies®) transport with antibiotics type penicillin and streptomycin (Life Technologies®). It will be packaged in polystyrene boxes and transported to CELab. Upon receiving the material, the adipose tissue is heavy undergoing washing in PBS buffer suffered further incubation with collagenase type I (Sigma Aldrich®) at rest for 12 hours in oven at 37°C. It blocks the reaction with fetal bovine serum for 5 minutes, and transferred to the material 15 ml conical tube. It was centrifuged at 700 g for 10 minutes, the supernatant aspirated, the pellet dissolved in PBS and centrifuged again for complete removal of the enzyme. In a Neubauer chamber determines the viability and cell count by exclusion method of trypan blue dye (Invitrogen®). An aliquot of cells is taken to characterization by flow cytometry using the markers: CD90, CD44 (positive marker) and CD34, CD14 or 45 as negative markers. The cells were seeded in in T-flasks 25 cm² (10⁵ cells/cm²). After 5 days (establishment of the adherent mesenchymal stem cell colonies) return to the DMEM-Ham F12-based medium supplemented with Knockout Serum Replacement, nonessential amino acids, 2-mercaptoethanol, and Glutamax (life Technologies®) (5 ml) every two days. At this time, the cells will again be subjected to enzymatic processing and new rate will be processed by flow cytometry using the same markers. Comet test and micronucleus will monitor any DNA damage determined by cell culture. The analysis was performed on a FACSCalibur cytometer of BD® flow through reading in Cell Quest Software Pro®. Importantly, MSC were plated amplified by the 4th passage to obtain the appropriate number of cells for the experiment, with the same stored frozen in liquid nitrogen.

2.4. Groups

The animals were divided into 4 groups of 15 animals, kept under strict control by veterinarian during the 28 days of observation from the date of tracheal instillation of bleomycin or saline, Table 1.

The 4 groups were formed as:

Group 1 BLM-W = fibrosis control. Wistar mice instilled with bleomycin solution and “treated” with physiological serum, Table 1.

Group 2 CTR – W = animals controls: Wistar mice instilled with saline and “treated” with saline (placebo).

Group 3 BLM-MSC = study group: Wistar mice instilled with bleomycin solution and treated with MSC obtained from adipose tissue.

Group 4 CTR-MSC = MSC control action: Wistar mice control group instilled with saline and treated with MSC stem cells obtained from adipose tissue.

All animals were subjected to the same stress level in handling and receiving in the 14° day after bleomycin intravenous infusion procedure with MSC or saline.

2.5. Mesenchymal Stem Cell Infusion (MISI)

Cell transplantation was performed on the 30th day after intratracheal instillation of bleomycin solution. The infusion of MSC was performed by intravenous (tail vein). The group treated with MSC was infused with 0.4 ml of the diluted cell solution in DMEM at a concentration of 1 × 10⁶/ml.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Instillation Day</th>
<th>Instilled Solution</th>
<th>Infusion Day</th>
<th>Infused Solution Treatment IV</th>
<th>Sacrifice Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1 BLM-W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2 CTR-W</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3 BLM-MSC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>28°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4 CTR-MSC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Saline</td>
<td>14°</td>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>28°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6. Macroscopic and Microscopic Analysis

Once the animals sacrificed on D + 28, after determining the saturation measurement and weighing the same, the lungs were transported in labeled tubes in sequential numerical order to the Pathology Service. The material was analyzed by two different pathologists double blind study. After processing the lungs, always having been processed the same lobe, namely, right middle lobe, the remainder was kept preserved for possible analysis. After proceedings the material was proceeded the hematoxylin-eosin and Picrosirius. For the evaluation was established by pathologists semi-quantitative classification Singh (2005) for perivascular inflammation: 0: no inflammation; 1: one or two concentric rows of inflammatory cells; two, three or more concentric rows of inflammatory cells and 3: accumulation of inflammatory cells between vessels and bronchioles, while the quantification of pulmonary fibrosis is worth Ashcroft scale modified Hübner (2008) [30].

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyzes were performed using the Stat software. For the variables, saturation, weight and degree of fibrosis calculations were made using the Kruskal-Wallis test, non-parametric data (ANOVA) with post-test for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method.

3. Results and Discussion

After expansion, the control flow cytometry showed 98% of cells expressing CD90. In D14, there was a pool of these MSC were infused intravenously into the tail vein at a concentration of 1 × 10^6 cells/animal in a volume of 200μl saline. No adverse reactions or deaths were identified during the infusion or within 14 days. Histological analyzes were performed by two different experts double-blind study. Intratracheal instillation of bleomycin at a dose of 1.5 U/Kg PF determined in 100% of animals whereas animals had 57.14% of PF in grade IV. The instillation of intratracheal bleomycin compromised the saturation index of animals and histological analyzes showed an UIP-pattern similar with evidence of marked fibrosis and architectural distortion in a patchy-involvement manner. The parameters of weight gain, improved saturation index, recovery macroscopic and microscopic lung tissue were fully achieved in the group treated with MSC-AT. BLM-MSC animals showed a significant reduction in lung fibrosis compared with BLM-W animals, according to histology and morphometry. Remodeled lung structure with contiguous fibrotic areas in BLM-W mice was recovered after MSC therapy by focal fibrotic walls or single fibrotic area. Weight gain, saturation index and macroscopic aspect were improved BLM-MSC compared to BLM-W mice (1.5 ± 0.1 × 5.9 ± 0.4; p = 0.0005). Surprisingly, collagen fibers in CTR-MSC were slightly reduced compared to BLM-W mice (1.2 ± 0.1 × 1.6 ± 0.1; p = 0.04).

The mesenchymal stem cells were obtained from abdominal adipose tissue of 4 Wistar male animals weighing between 250 and 300 g at 8 weeks of age, who were not part of the 60 animals were divided into 4 experimental groups. The adipose tissue removed medium was 3.35 g and that after dissociation with collagenase type I use, the lymphomononuclear cells count was 5.3 × 10^4 cells/g of AT, a value considered sufficient to the needs of the experiment, in view of the subsequent amplification stages in culture. The seeded cells were expanded until the 4th passage in the Knockout DMEM, kept in conditions of sterile cultivation.

To prove the phenotypic profile of MSC obtained from adipose tissue in this study were used 3 confirmatory method as indicated by the International Society for Stem Cell: the criteria for adhesion and formation of fibroblast colonies; analysis profile of the cells by flow cytometry and differentiation in 3 tissue strains as Standard Operating Procedure of CELab. For this purpose we used specific culture media conditioned to chondrogenic differentiation, adipogenic and osteogenic (StemPro®). The criterion of confirmation for stem cells based on adhesion to plastic in the presence of fibroblast colony forming units was successfully achieved, as photomicrographs inverted phase contrast microscopy (Figure 1).

The second criterion was the analysis of the profile of the cells by flow cytometry, using specific surface markers. The best analyzes are those which occur in the range between 5000 and 10,000 events (cells). The mean of 4 samples were calculated. The CD45, CD34 and CD90, CD44 markers specific for mouse, were executed in two stages: after dissociation, before plating, when the cells were considered lymphomononuclear, and after cultivation. The minimum number of events (cells) analyzed in this experiment was of 8436 and up to 10,000 cells. The maximum number is determined by the equipment itself. Table 2 shows the numerical results of the analysis made.
Figure 1. Inverted microscopy Contrast the first criterion of proof of MSC phase: the plastic adherence. (A) = Aspect culture 4 days after seeding (magnification 5×); (B) = Presence of fibroblast colony forming units 15 days after the start of culture (10× magnification) and (C) = Presence of fibroblast colony forming units 15 days after the start of culture (magnification 20×).

Table 2. Phenotypic profile by Flow Cytometry using markers CD34, CD44, CD45 and CD90.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Markers</th>
<th>Negatif control</th>
<th>CD34</th>
<th>CD44</th>
<th>CD45</th>
<th>CD90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average number of events (cells) analyzed</td>
<td>9013</td>
<td>8857</td>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>8436</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Fluorescence Intensity (%)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>18.59</td>
<td>53.38*</td>
<td>17.35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.72**</td>
<td>98.97**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*After enzymatic cleavage, before plating; ** After 21 days in culture specific culture medium (expansion) for MSC.

The distribution of lymphomononuclear cells (LMNC) after enzymatic dissociation by size and granularity scatter plot is available in Figure 2(A). In Figure 2(B), the cell population without specific marker, which is considered as negative control. The bar with the designation M1 defines the area corresponding to the peak of cells expressing markers for positive MSC. In C, the result of which CD34 expression was observed reactivity of 1.70% on average, a result expected for this sample.

Te third profile verification criteria of the MSC-AT used was the ability to differentiate into three different tissues. It was proved the capabilities of amplified cells to differentiate with conditioned media into chondrocytes, osteoblasts and adipocytes. The verification was performed by immunohistochemistry method using specific markers.

3.1. Weight Variation of Animals

The literature indicates the weight loss of the animals submitted to intratracheal instillation with bleomycin. To verify this finding, the animals, kept under identical conditions, were weighed in three times: D0, D14 and D28. The working hypothesis was that the bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis decrease the weight of the animals which could be re-established with the MSC therapy. Statistical analysis showed significant differences, p <0.0001 in D0, since there was no decision to pair the animals by weight. Compared the weight of the animal G1BLM-W groups and G2 CTR-W, there was no statistical difference, p > 0.05, as well as between G3 BIM-MSC and G4 CTR-MSC. Comparisons between different groups on D + 28 also did not identify statistically significant difference.
Martinez (2008) publishes the isolated use of bleomycin is associated with significant loss of total body weight and a high mortality rate (40%) compared to control groups [31]. Data from this study do not corroborate the results of that author, because the mortality rate in this study was low and there was no statistically significant difference with respect to weight. During the 28 days of monitoring were registered two losses in different groups (2/60 or 3.33%) at the time of instillation of bleomycin, can be related to the process of anesthesia or chemotherapy itself. No deaths among the animals in the days following the injection of bleomycin, or systemic infectious process was not registered.

3.2. Variation Saturation

To monitor the induced fibrosis was used the saturation measurement with pediatric equipment setting the sense in the proximal portion of the tail. The formulated hypothesis was that it would decrease with the installation of the fibrosis process and that there would be a recovery of saturation indexes with use of the MSC-AT. This fact would be an indicator of clinical and anatomical and pathological improvement. The data confirmed the fall of the saturation index in animals in which was instilled bleomycin (G1BLM-W and G3 BLM-MSC). In D0, statistically significant differences were recorded between groups, as expected (p = 0.6313). Statistical analyzes of the saturation measurement for D14 between G2/G2 and G3/G4 show significant differences with p < 0.05. D + 28 p < 0.049, very significant.

The data indicating the supremacy of the control group G2 CTR-W on the other, including on the G4 CTR-MSC. This can be explained by the fact that the animals were handled in conventional animal facility without filtered air. However, the recovery of saturation measurement indexes can be observed in the groups, according to the moment to be analyzed (14 + D or D + 28) even in G1 BLM-W. This result is expected because King (2011) indicates that one of the limitations of pulmonary fibrosis model with the use of bleomycin is their potential spontaneous recovery, however, it is the most used model [32] [33]. The decision, in this experiment, to sacrifice 28 days later, was basically made on this fact. That is, to the MSC intervention before the onset of spontaneous regression. In fact, many other authors critical to IPF animal models, which do not reflect faithfully the intricate mechanism that occurs in humans [34]-[36].
3.3. Macroscopic Examination

Macroscopic analysis of the lung took into account the following characteristics: architecture, proportion, and surface staining and confirmed the expected changes and described in the literature [30].

For group 1 (BLM-W), which was induced fibrosis and no infusion of MSC-AT, from the original 15 animals occurred in D0 loss of them because the animal was at death, two minutes after instillation of bleomycin. Of the 14 animals alive at the end of the experiment (D28) analysis showed macroscopic changes in 100% of the lungs, and the same could be divided into 4 groups according to the degree of progression of macroscopic lesions identified, Figure 3. It was identified only 1 rat/14 (7.14%) showing few signs on surface and kept the other macroscopic characteristics of a healthy lung, Figure 3(A).

Two animals showed a moderate or intermediate II (N = 2/14) corresponding to 14.28% of the group with the entire surface plates, color change, but maintained the proportionality and lung architecture. Touch the lung tissue showed friable, Figure 3(B).

In the classification degree III or advanced (N = 3/14, or 21.42%) the lungs showed plates by entire surface, obvious change of color, observing loss of proportion and of architecture pulmonary, beyond the tissue be quite friable, Figure 3(C).

The most animals (57.14%) developed a fibrosis grade IV, advanced with complications (8/14). Watchlisted up plates per entire surface, with alteration staining, occurring loss of proportion and architecture, tissue quite crispy being that in 6 animals were detected various points of necrosis, Figure 3(D).
For the Group 2 (CTR-W), therefore for these pets not there was the induction of fibrosis and neither the use of MSC-AT. This group corresponds to the group control, not having been recorded any intercurrence. They were evaluated the 15 animals of group control being that the lungs presented preservation of architecture, proportion, coloration and surface, Figure 4.

The experimental group G3 (BLM-MSC, the animals suffer PF induced tracheal instillation of bleomycin, they had on Day + 14 infusion $1 \times 10^6$ MSC-AT infused by tail vein. This group had the loss of one animal in D0, 1 minutes after instillation of bleomycin, a fact similar to that in the G1.

In the lungs 14 of the live animals until the end of the experiment (day + 28) were observed in 100% of specimens: no surface boards, preservation architecture and proportion and a non-friable parenchyma. The brightly pink color with brighter surface drew attention. In 50% of cases, besides the aforementioned characteristics it was noticeable with some small necrotic spots surrounding apparent recovery, Figure 5.

In group 4 (CTR-MSC) in which the animals were exposed to the same stress handling in D0, the saline intratracheal instillation and D + 14 received similar amounts of MSC relative to the G3 group was also not observed any death among the 15 in the group. The lungs of animals in this group showed preservation of architecture and proportion and more intense pink color, brighter and as expected surface, the tissue was not friable, Figure 6.

3.4. Pulmonary Histological Analysis

This analysis was conducted in a double-blind study by interpreting two expert pathologists in lung histopathology. The analyzes involved classical hematoxylin-eosin and cytochemistry of Picrosirius. The perivascular

![Figure 4. Animal lung macroscopic appearance of a member of the G1 Group (CTR-W). Normal control.](image)

![Figure 5. Macroscopic analysis of the lungs of animals in group G3 (BLM-MSC) in D28 with architecture, proportion and preserved color. (A) and (B) represent different animals. B is observed necrosis points with surrounding tissue recovered.](image)
inflammation assessment used the semi-quantitative histopathologic evaluation system for perivascular inflammation as described by Singh [35] described in materials and methods, while quantification of pulmonary fibrosis is worth Ashcroft scale modified Hübner [30].

In G1 (BLM-W) notices a pattern of diffuse pulmonary fibrosis, tending to subpleural region, but not outright mass formation (except case 15), but a feature presentation sacular parenchymal remodeling, where the alveoli show large septal thickening forming aberrant nonfunctional sac-like structure. Inflammation is sharp and primarily affects the peripheral vessels, which show large medial hypertrophy. There frank bronchitis and bronchiolitis with epithelial destruction intense (Figure 7).

Group 2: it is observed a more diffuse pattern with dense fibrosis, but with peribronchial and bronchiolar focus, beyond subpleural. The parenchymal remodeling affects almost all septa and is observed on the border between the fibrotic mass areas and slightly thickened fibrotic septa-like structures fibroblastic foci, in which occurs the myofibroblast activation and progression of lung fibrogenesis. Inflammation is mild to moderate and eventually accompanying vessels, which are often with medial hypertrophy. It is noticed frank bronchitis and bronchiolitis with intense epithelial destruction (Figure 8).

Group 3: In this group there was a significant reduction of fibrosis, but in most cases it is noticed even isolated fibrous masses (Figure 9). The septa sometimes present with thin and delicate usual structural sometimes show different degrees of thickening to form true dense fibrous masses. Not observed abnormal alveolar septa or abnormal septal architecture in preserved areas. It is noted macrophages with finely granular cytoplasm of bluish-between some fibrotic and perivascular regions, may represent some exogenous pigment and/or bacteria or other. Inflammation is centered on the axis-bronchial vascular characterized in bronchoalveolar mononuclear cells and epithelial-tropism. Bronchopneumonia was identified in some cases by inflammatory infiltrate intra-bronchial neutrophilic intraepithelial abscess and its consequent organizing pneumonia. It is noted medial hypertrophy of the pulmonary arteries and arterioles, perhaps less so than the other groups. Interestingly there was “hyperplasia” of its endothelial cells, which show very well defined and “healthy”. There focal mesothelial hyperplasia, usually associated with fibrotic areas.

Group 4: we can see a significant attenuation of fibrosis, without the formation of fibrous masses except the case 11. Most of the septa has his usual delicate look or with minimal changes. Yet other areas there is a greater thickening and eventually with the presence of small fibrotic nodules. Inflammation is moderate with variable perivascular involvement. Note to intense chronic bronchitis and bronchiolitis in activity, indicating major antigenic stimulus. It is observed for signs of pulmonary hypertension, but appear to a lesser degree (Figure 10).

### 3.5. Histological Analysis in Masson’s Picrosirius

The method of staining by Masson’s Picrosirius is the color red by Sirius Red collagen protein found in collagen fibers, reticular, cartilage and in basement membranes (Figure 11). When combined with polarizing microscopy, allows collagen viewing by the parallel organization of tropocollagen molecules. Type I collagen fibers present color ranging from red to bright yellow with intense birefringence. Collagen type II presents less intense birefringence and pale yellow color. Type III collagen appears as delicate fibers of greenish. After statical analysis, all the results are represented in Figure 12.
Figure 7. Pulmonary fibrosis pattern—histological appearance with Histological, representative of the G1 (BLM-W). A = Septal thickening diffuse untrained fibrotic masses, 10×; B = Septal thickening diffuse affecting more subpleural region (arrow). 10×.

Figure 8. Diffuse pattern with dense fibrosis em Group 2. (A) = Most peribronchial fibrotic involvement, however note the alveolar septa are abnormally thickened. 10×; (B) = Matrix structure in which myofibroblasts are active, remembering fibroplastic focus of Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (arrow). 40×; (C) = Hypertrophy of the middle layer of peripheral vessels. 40×; (D) = Active chronic bronchitis with destruction of the epithelium layer and muscle. 10×.

Figure 9. Fibrous mass consists of (myo) fibroblasts, extracellular matrix and vessels (group 3). (A) = Note the vessel with moderate hypertrophy of the middle and preserved endothelial cells (arrowhead). Macrophages microvacuolized basophilic are distributed by mass (arrow). 20×; (B) = Mesothelial hyperplasia adjacent the fibrotic area. 20×.
Figure 10. Histological aspects Group 4. (A) = Alveolar septa of normal fine delicate aspect or with minimal changes the interstitial component. Note the intense perivascular inflammatory infiltrate (arrows). 10×; (B) = Terminal bronchioles and respiratory bronchioles usual appearance. 10×.

Figure 11. H&E (A), (B) and Picrosirius Red (C), (D) stained sections and morphometric analysis of BLM-W (A), (C) and BLM-MSC (B), (D). Note the fibrotic mass (C, arrow) and pleural thickening (C, arrowhead) in BLM-W group in contrast to the fibrotic wall (D, arrow) and normal pleura (D, arrowhead) in BLM-MSC group.

Figure 12. All the results are presented as mean and associated standard errors and different small letters (a-c) denote a significant difference between groups (p < 0.05).
4. Conclusion

MSC from adipose tissue is an effective therapy to decrease collagen synthesis and expression in late stage of bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis model, which may contribute to new therapeutic targets.
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**Abbreviations**

- **IPF**: Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
- **MSC**: Mesenchymal Stem Cells
- **DMEM**: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12
- **BLM-W**: Wistar mice instilled intratracheal bleomycin
- **CTR-W**: Wistar mice Control group (placebo)
- **CTR-MSC**: Wistar mice control group treated with Mesenchymal Stem Cells
- **BLM-MSC**: Wistar mice instilled intratracheal bleomycin and treated with mesenchymal stem cells
- **ATS/ERS**: American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society